
EFFECTS OF COLORS ON THE PSYCHOLOGICAL 
STATE OF HUMAN BEINGS

Younger age groups were more open to how colors represent 
emotions than older age groups. This is shown by the large 
range of answers in younger groups as opposed to the older 
participants. Light and mostly dark shades produced positive 

emotions. There was a 46.7% agreement toward light 
shades emitting positive emotions, and an 11.1% 

strong agreement of dark shades emitting positive emotions, 
despite the 7.4% strong disagreement. Participants found that 

warm and cool colors gave them positive emotions with 
a 41.4% agreement to warm colors and a 42.9% agreement to 
cool colors. The data of the shades and types of colors were 

generated by Likert scales. This data is valid because 
the subject were real humans that have a wide range of 

emotions.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS: 

o How does age affect emotions emit 
by colors? 

o How does the shade of color affect 
emotions? 

o How does the type of color affect 
emotions? 

DATA ANALYSIS & RESULTS:

PROCEDURES: 

1. Microsoft Forms survey was 
created 

2. 30 consented, voluntary human 
participants completed given 

survey 
3. Results recorded

INTERPRETATION & CONCLUSION:

*Other graphs in slides 8-11



BACKGROUND 

Perceived 
differently

• Red can represent 
danger 
(Pravossoudovitch et 
al. 2014), but also 
sexual attraction 
(Peperkoorn et al. 
2016), anger, or more

Can alter 
emotions

• Decreased stress in 
study with warm- and 
cool-colored 
landscapes  (Neale et 
al. 2021)

Don't just 
affect people 
emotionally 

but also 
physically

• Red captures attention 
longer than green (Xia 
et al. 2018)

Colors



BACKGROUND - COLORS WITH STUDENTS

Participants in this university experiment provided feedback about how differently painted walls 
(red, brown, white, and blue) made them feel. (Geček et al. 2019)

Blue & Brown
•  Participants left the experiment feeling warmer and 

calmer when they were surrounded by blue and 
brown walls

Red & White
• Red was noticed first and remembered the longest, 

with white placed second in both categories. 
• The results corresponded with the university's red-

and-white logo, providing informal communication



BACKGROUND - SHADES OF COLORS

Participants in this experiment were asked to choose colors from a color wheel that 
corresponded with their mood. (Carruthers et al. 2010)

Shades of Gray
• A majority of depressed and anxious 

patients chose shades of grey.

Shades of Yellow/Orange
• Healthy participants mostly chose yellow 

and yellow-orangish colors



RESEARCH QUESTIONS
https://w

w
w

.prem
ium

beat.com
/blog/basic-properties-color/

How does 
age affect emotions emit by

 colors?

How does the shade of 
colors affect emotions?

How does the type of 
color affect emotions?



HYPOTHESES 

H1 - Younger age groups would be less 'aware' emotionally than older age 
groups when exposed to colors. 

H2 – Dark shades would produce negative emotions to participants while 
lighter shades would produce positive emotions. 

H3 – Participants would feel more detached (negative emotions) when 
exposed to cool colors and happy and comforted (positive emotions) when 

exposed to warm colors.

https://alovelyliving.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/cool-color-palette.jpghttps://profeditor.files.wordpress.com/2010/03/warm-color-palette.jpg



METHODS & PROCEDURES

1. Survey on Microsoft 
Forms was created

2. 30 voluntary and 
consented participants 
were asked to take the 

survey, knowing 
confidentiality would be 

safe

3. All 30 participants took 
the survey after signing 

consent form

4. Ages were recorded on 
Microsoft Excel along with 

answers of agreement 
and disagreement, and 
thoughts of positive and 

negative emotions

5. Data was analyzed and 
compared



HOW COLORS MADE PARTICIPANTS FEEL
Average Percentage of EmoKons from ParKcipants vs. 

Colors
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Participants usually correlated happiness with the 
colors yellow and pink; sadness with blue, black, 
and brown; and anger with red. Age groups 18-28 

and 28-38 tended to connect  fear with purple. 
There were other description of emotions: red was 
also for power or love; orange for hunger; yellow 

for peace; green for disgust or sick; blue for 
calm; purple and pink for elegance and 'feeling 

pretty'; white for emptiness or cleanliness; black for 
power or nothingness; and brown for dirtiness. 

*Note: Groups have varied number of participants

Age Group 18-28



HOW COLORS MADE PARTICIPANTS FEEL

Age Group 38-48 Age Group 48-58

Age Group 58+

Participants usually correlated happiness with red 
and purple and sadness with blue. Age groups 

38-48 and 58+ connected anger with brown and 
fear with black. There were other description of 

emotions: red was also for power or love; orange 
for hunger; yellow for peace; green for disgust or 
sick; blue for calm; purple and pink for elegance 

and 'feeling pretty'; white for emptiness or 
cleanliness; black for power or nothingness; and 

brown for dirtiness. 
*Note: Groups have varied number of participants 



HOW SHADES MADE PARTICIPANTS FEEL
Percentage of ParKcipants That Answered Statements vs. Light/

Dark Shades Emit PosiKve/NegaKve EmoKons
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Shade Affects Mood
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Participants strongly agreed that shade affects mood. Participants agreed that light shades 
emit positive emotions. Participants were neutral on that dark shades emit negative emotions. 

Participants disagreed that light shades emit negative emotions. There was a small percentage 
of strong disagreements in all categories with dark shades emitting negative emotions being 

the least popular.



HOW TYPES OF COLORS MADE PARTICIPANTS FEEL

Percentage of ParKcipants That Answered Statements vs. Warm/Cool Colors Emit PosiKve/
NegaKve EmoKons
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Participants strongly agreed that warm colors emit positive emotions. Participants agreed that 
warm and cool colors emit positive emotions. Participants were close in neutrality with all 

statements. Participants disagreed that warm colors emit negative emotions. There was also a 
small, almost even number of strong disagreements in each statement with warm colors 

emitting positive emotions that least. 



DISCUSSION/SCIENCE TALK

Hypothesis 1 was not supported with the information found. It was surprising to see 
how varied the younger age groups were in their answers—especially in the ‘other’ 

category—compared to older participants. In that category, they offered very different 
answers rather than basic emotions; for example, “suffocating” (black) or “at home” 

(brown) were some responses in younger age groups. Hypothesis 2 was semi-
supported. Light shades were voted to induce positive emotions as predicted, but it 

was unexpected for participants to also connect dark shades and positive emotions. It 
was suspected the reason for this is that some participants thought power, for 

instance, was represented by the color black and that they viewed power to be a 
positive property. Hypothesis 3 was also semi-supported. It was proven that warm 

colors caused positive emotional reactions as hypothesized. However, it was 
unanticipated that cool colors would also generate positive responses. It may be 

because cool colors can also interpret calmness and peace, as data for Hypothesis 1 
supports. 



CONCLUSION

CONCLUSION: 
Younger age groups were more open to how 

colors represent emotions than older age 
groups. This is shown by the large range of 

answers in younger groups as opposed to the 
older participants. Shade effects how 

participants felt (26.7& of participants strongly 
agreed and 40% agreed): light and mostly dark 
shades produced positive emotions. There was 

a 46.7% agreement toward light shades 
emitting positive emotions, and an 11.1% strong 

agreement of dark shades emitting positive 
emotions, despite the 7.4% strong 

disagreement. Participants found that warm and 
cool colors gave them positive emotions with a 
41.4% agreement to warm colors and a 42.9% 

agreement to cool colors. The data of the 
shades and types of colors were generated by 

Likert scales. This data is valid because the 
subject were real humans that have a wide 

range of emotions.

DATA ANALYSIS/ERRORS: 

An error with this experiment could be not 
having the same number of participants in 
each age group. This would've allowed for 
more accurate results since there would've 
been less or more differing results between 
age groups rather than one group differing 

more than another. Also, if a participant was 
overcome by a specific emotion strongly 
before taking the survey, their mood may 
override them answering the questions in 

a way they would've. 



CONCLUSION

REAL WORLD APPLICATIONS: 

o Color-related treatments for anxiety and depression 
o Psychological impact for marketing, advertisement, art, design, landscaping, architecture, outfit 

choices, and many other color-oriented aspects of life 
o Inspire new techniques in psychodynamic therapy and chromotherapy

POSSIBLE FUTURE EXPERIMENTS: 

o Gender vs. Color and Emotions 
o Cultural Differences vs. Color and Emotions 
o Participants with Anxiety/Depression/or Intermittent Explosive Disorder (IED) VS. Color and 

Emotions 
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